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Introduction
Parent involvement matters for a

the parents of all twenty students. Most of
the parents were shocked. Despite our

child's education. While I always knew this

sending report cards every six weeks, they

and saw its veracity in my own life, 1 the

had no idea their children were doing so

message never truly sank in until I became a

poorly and were at-risk of not graduating.

teacher. During my first year as a teacher, I

The parents promised to talk to their

taught pre-calculus, which was a graduation

children and require them to attend extra

requirement for every YES Prep student. 2

tutorials. Those phone calls proved to be

Although seniors were well-aware of this

transformational. Students who previously

fact, in April it became clear that twenty

would never attend tutorials came each day;

students were in danger of failing pre-

students who heretofore never asked

calcul us and, therefore, not graduating.

questions suddenly became inquisitive, and

These twenty students, all of whom were

students who were in danger of failing

first-generation and worked for years to be

proudly graduated with their classmates. 4

the first in their families to walk across the

This experience, coupled with

stage and earn a high school diploma, faced

several others from my two years of

the very real prospect of being consigned to

teaching, taught me several important

summer school and not graduating with their

lessons. Firstly, every parent I called wanted

classmates. After trying countless

to be involved in their child's education and

motivational techniques, I decided that

was keenly interested in what they could do

perhaps I should call my students' parents. 3

to support their child. While many

I vividly remember going to school
on a Saturday morning and speaking with

Americans assume that low-income parents
do not care about their children's education, 5
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my experience suggests otherwise. 6

students with a college mentor to guide them

Secondly, during my conversations with

through high school and the college

parents, many lamented the fact that they

application process. Until recently, our

had no idea how to check their child's

organization had neglected the important

grades online, or interpret their child's

lessons I had learned as a teacher. We forgot

report card, or calculate the grade their child

that engaging parents is essential to the

needed to earn so that she would not fail.

success of our students. Our team's desire to

These points was particularly disheartening

involve parents is the inspiration for this

because the school district had invested

paper.

thousands of dollars in an electronic grading
system and implored teachers to record all
grades online; however, no one taught the

Overview of the Paper
In this paper, I ask the question: how

parents how to use the system. Thirdly, and

do successful educational organizations such

perhaps most importantly, as these twenty

as schools or non-profit organizations

students showed, parent involvement can

engage parents? This paper is structured as

positively affect student outcomes. 7

follows. In the first section, I conduct a

Motivation for this Paper
After teaching for two years, I co-

literature review about the importance of
parent engagement in a child's education. In

founded Students With Ambition Go

the second section, I develop a framework

(SW AG) To College, a non-profit

for distinguishing among parent

organization aimed at supporting more low-

involvement, parent engagement, and parent

income students to and through college.

organizing. In the third section, I highlight

SW AG To College provides high school

five organizations that are successfully
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engaging and organizing parents. Finally, in

policymakers claim parent engagement is a

the fourth section, I identify lessons learned

positive determinant of student success, it is

and explain how SWAG To College can

important to examine whether research

apply them as it develops its own parent

supports this belief

orgamzmg program.
1. Effects of Parent Involvement

In his first address to a Joint Session

Literature overwhelmingly supports
the contention that parent engagement drives
academic success. For example, research

of Congress, President Obama said "[t]here

finds that higher levels of parent

is no program or policy that can substitute

involvement improve students' performance

for a mother or father who will attend those

on standardized tests. 12 Moreover, National

parent-teacher conferences, or help with the

Research Council staff Susan Burns, Peg

homework, or turn off the TV, put away the

Griffin, and Catherine Snow also find

video games, read to their child.

"compelling data between parent

Responsibility for our children's education

involvement and successful schooling." 13

must begin at home." 8 President Bush and

Additionally, some researchers conclude

his Secretary of Education Rod Paige also

that "[t]he most accurate predictors of

believed that parent involvement were

student achievement in school are not family

crucial for a child's educational success. 9

income or social status, but the extent to

Similarly, many of the most successful

which the family creates a home

charter schools like Knowledge Is Power

environment that encourages learning,

Program (KIPP), YES Prep, 10 and

communicates high yet reasonable

Achievement First also focus on parent

expectations for the child's achievement,

engagement. 11 While many institutions and

and becomes involved in the child's

38

education at school." 14 Finally, the Harvard

parent involvement along racial or

Family Research Project completed a meta-

socioeconomic lines? This question is

analysis of studies about parent

crucial because if low-income parents are

involvement's efficacy. They concluded that

less involved than are high-income parents,

"parental involvement is associated with

for example, then parent involvement may

higher student achievement outcomes, and

actually exacerbate the achievement gap.

these patterns emerged regardless of

Alternatively, if low-income parents are

"whether the outcome measures were

more involved than high income parents,

grades, standardized test scores, or a variety

then parent involvement could actually help

of other measures, including teacher

narrow the achievement gap.

ratings." 15 Although some researchers have

Unfortunately, as with several other

found weak or statistically insignificant

determinants of student success, parent

impacts of parent involvement on

involvement seems to be correlated with

education, 16 the majority of research is

income-wealthy parents are more involved

clear-parent involvement positively affects

than are low-income parents. For example,

student achievement. 17

Professor Maria Eulina P. de Carvalho

A. Parental Involvement along Class
Lines
While parent involvement seems to

found that "rates of parental involvement are
significantly higher among middle and
upper class parents than in low-income

positively affect student achievement, an

families." 18 Moreover, sociologist Annette

important question remains: are all parents

Lareau finds that higher-income parents

equally involved in their children's

spend more time involved in their children's

education? That is, are there differences in

education than do low-income parents. 19

39

Finally, Laura S. Abrams and Jewelle Taylor

would be teaching at a school where most

Gibbs interviewed low-income mothers and

families received free or reduced lunch,

found that despite their interest in their

nearly everyone said something to the effect

children's education, they were less

of "[g]ood luck; you know those parents

involved than their higher-income

don't care about education." As my

counterparts. 20

introductory story indicates, my experience

B. Drivers of Low-Income Parents
Lack of Involvement

Before concluding this section, it is

suggests this belief is unequivocally
incorrect. My students' parents, just like my
own parents and just like all parents, hoped

crucial to ask why this disparity persists, that

that their children would succeed and were

is, why are low-income parents less

willing to do whatever they could to help

involved in their children's educations than

their children. Research confirms that low-

are higher-income parents? Although several

income and high-income parents are equally

reasons are posited, I will focus my

concerned about their children's

conversation on two: I) personal reasons

educations. 21

(low-income families just do not care about

Instead, structural reasons prevent

their children's education) and 2) structural

low-income families from being as engaged

reasons (there are systemic barriers

as high-income families in their children's

preventing low-income families from being

education. Firstly, some low-income parents

involved in their children's schools).

work multiple jobs, and thus, cannot take

This question resonates with me

time off to visit their child's school or attend

because of my own experience as a teacher.

parent-teacher conferences. 22 Secondly,

When I told my friends and family that I

some low-income parents do not speak

40

English, which restricts their involvement in

parents are not less involved because they

their child's education. 23 Thirdly, some low-

do not prioritize education; instead, systemic

income parents did not complete high school

factors prevent them from becoming deeply

or college themselves and thus may be

involved in their child's education.

unsure of how to help their children. 24

Combining these lessons, it seems

Fourthly, while high-income parents often

imperative to design programs that break

have social networks that provide resources

down the barriers that prevent low-income

for their children, low-income parents may

parents from engaging in their children's

not have access to such networks. 25 Fifthly,

schools. To address this issue, first, we must

underfunded schools themselves may not

define "parent involvement."

have programs designed to engage parents. 26

2. Framework for Parental Involvement

Without an official mechanism for parents to

Parent involvement is a nebulous

be involved, low-income families are

term that has different meanings to different

systemically excluded from involvement in

people. For example, "parent involvement,"

their children's education.

as used in the No Child Left Behind Act,

C. Summary of Section 1
Section I reviews the literature

seems to connote a combination of
informing parents about the education

regarding parent involvement, and we can

system, particularly their child's school, and

draw three conclusions. (1) Parent

then hoping they will lobby school officials

involvement is crucial to a child's

for change. 27 Alternatively, some define

educational success. (2) High-income

"parent involvement" as attending parent-

parents seem to be more involved than are

teacher conferences and volunteering at the

low-income parents. (3) Low-income

school. 28
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For this paper, I will use the terms

and school interaction. We can define parent

parent involvement, parent engagement, and

organizing as occurring at a system level

parent organizing distinctly. Building on the

and including active, collective advocacy,

framework of the Making a Link

with parents as equal partners with schools

Foundation, I consider these three terms as

and community organizations. Parents are

. a1ong a contmuum.
.
29 p
1ymg
arent

actively shaping agendas and dismantling

involvement lies at one extreme, and we can

the structural barriers to educational equity

define "parent involvement" as occurring at

by "bring[ing] about institutional change in

only one school and encompassing passive

education." 32

activities such as receiving either their

Currently, many low-income parents

child's report card or information about their

are not even involved, let alone engaged or

child's school. 30 Most organizations and

organized. We know even basic parent

schools are stuck at this level, however,

involvement will improve student outcomes

some have progressed to parent engagement.

and therefore schools and parent

Parent engagement lies in the middle

organizations should work to increase

of the continuum, and we can define it as

involvement. However, as the framework

occurring at a group of schools and

suggests, we should not be content with

involving more active participation such as

parent involvement; instead, we should push

parents having an official role on a

for parent engagement, and ultimately parent

committee with some decision-making

organizing, so that parents can change the

. 31
authonty.

educational reality for all low-income,

Parent organizing, in sharp contrast,
represents the most advanced level of parent

underserved students. 33 Our vision should be
to empower parents to become leaders in

42

their communities and powerful advocates

KIPP Bay Area, Parent U-Turn, and La

for change.

Familia Initiative.

A. Summary of Section 2
Section 2 provides a framework to
conceptualize "parent involvement," "parent

A. People Acting in Community
Together (PACT)
PACT works in San Jose, California

engagement," and "parent organizing."

and was founded in 1985 as a "multi-faith,

These three terms lie along a continuum

grassroots organization that provides

with parent involvement being the least

leadership training and experience to

active and parent organizing being the most

community members of many different

active. While any parent participation in her

ethnic, religious, and socio-economic

child's education is beneficial, parent

backgrounds ... [and] works to solve the

organizing is the most effective as it

most pervasive social problems of our

empowers parents to make systemic changes

day." 34 The narrative that follows comes

in the lives of their children.

from my conversation with Frank Ponciano,

3: Successful Parent Organizing

a PACT organizer. 35

Endeavors
Although low-income parents are

Although PACT does not solely
engage parents, much of their organizing

often not involved, let alone engaged or

does focus on educational issues. 36 PACT is

organized, in their children's educations,

part of the PICO National Network and

some organizations are successfully

therefore follows three-step organizing cycle

organizing parents. In this part, I profile five

shown in the figure below. 37

such organizations: People Acting in
Community Together, Parent Ambassadors,
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PACT has undertaken several
successful organizing campaigns; however, I
will focus on one recent one in order to
illustrate their model. In early January 2017,
PACT began holding 1: 1 meetings with
parents in a small California school district.
As PACT organizer Frank Ponciano noted,
"I had no idea what issues parents felt were
important. As such I went into every
The first step is "1-1 's" wherein
organizers hold 1: 1 meetings with parents to
determine important issues. The second step
is "Research" wherein parents meet with
stakeholders at both the district and school
level to understand more about both the
issue and the opinions of various
stakeholders. Finally, the third step is
"Action" wherein parents hold an event to
demonstrate power, and force elected
officials to make a public commitment
toward supporting a policy change. The
parents then hold those politicians
accountable by their votes in the subsequent

meeting with an open mind." During this
listening phase, Frank met with between 2030 parent leaders whose names he received
from teachers at the local school. 38 At each
meeting, Frank would ask parents to identify
other parents who might also be interested in
organizing. After two weeks of meetings,
Frank and the local parents decided on an
issue: inadequate enrichment programs for
students. 39
At this point, parents began the
Research phase and set up meetings with
important stakeholders. Throughout this
phase, Frank and PACT focused on

election.
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developing parent leaders. For example,

conversations while Frank and PACT staff

some parents had never sent an email to

sat in the back and took notes. Frank

schedule a meeting, so Frank taught parents

emphasized this point: "it is crucial the

how to craft an email. Importantly, however,

parents lead the meetings; they have to take

the parents themselves always sent the email

ownership of this and develop their own

and requested the meeting. Frank noted that,

leadership." 43 During these meetings,

"many of our parents were stunned when the

parents asked district officials about barriers

superintendent agreed to have a meeting

to developing more enrichment programs,

with them. They didn't believe they had any

how money was spent, and what discretion

power." 40 Moreover, because nearly every

each school had in making decisions. Armed

parent was unaware of the power structure

with this information, the parents

within the school district, PACT held

brainstormed solutions. While there were

trainings to inform parents of the district

several options, they decided to propose the

leadership. 41

following policy: the school district shall not

The parents met with multiple school

make decisions on enrichment spending

board members, the district superintendent,

without first publishing the proposal with

and the district's chief financial officer.

adequate time for community input. 44

Some parents were unaware of meeting

The parents then moved to the

logistics such as what questions to ask and

"Action" phase and planned a

how to share their concerns effectively.

demonstration. While they could have

Frank and PACT staff held trainings so

protested outside the school district building

parents so could prepare for their

or they could have had more individual

meetings. 42 At the meetings, parents led the

meetings with School Board members, the
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parents decided to hold a town hall meeting

will expand parent involvement in

and invited multiple School Board members

enrichment program decisions.

to attend.
At the town hall meeting, over 300

B. Parent Ambassadors
Parent Ambassadors is based in

parents showed up to hear the discussion

Washington State and organizes parents to

with the two School Board members. With

advocate for Head Start47 and the Early

over 300 parents attending, the parent

Childhood Assistance Program. 48 In sharp

leaders showed the School Board members

contrast to the PACT model, Parent

they were powerful and needed to be taken

Ambassadors has already identified the

seriously. At the town hall, the parent

issues for which they were advocating. As

leaders proposed their idea and asked the

such, they do not hold house meetings or 1-1

individual School Board members if they

conversations; instead, Parent Ambassadors

would commit to supporting this initiative. 45

focuses on training parent leaders who can

The School Board members publically

then advocate for these programs at the state

stated their support for this initiative and

legislature and inspire other parents in their

promised to introduce this policy at the next

local community to become engaged. 49

School Board meeting. This moment was

Parent Ambassadors has succeeded in

especially powerful; Frank mentioned:

defeating proposals to cut child care

"some of the parent leaders began crying as

assistance and passing proposals to expand

they realized they actually had power; they

funding for pre-kindergarten. The narrative

could impact the policies affecting their

that follows comes from my conversation

children." 46 The School Board has since

with Katy Warren, Deputy Director of

introduced and passed this policy, which

Parent Ambassadors. 50

46

Every summer, Parent Ambassadors

once every three months, the entire cohort

distributes an application to all the parents

meets to both write testimony and practice

whose children are currently in pre-kin

delivering it at a legislative hearing.

Washington State. It then selects a cohort of

Once the 25 parents complete their

25 parents from across the state. Each parent

training, they are ready to testify at the State

commits to remaining in the program for the

Legislature. Nearly every session, there is a

entire school year and organizing and

bill (if not multiple bills) related to Early

training other parents at their child's pre-k.

Childhood Education. Additionally, once the

Parent Ambassadors has three Parent

parents "graduate" from the program, they

Coordinators who individually meet with

become lifelong members of Parent

each parent twice a month. The

Ambassadors. In fact, the parents have

Coordinators help train parents in how to tell

created an alumni association to remain

their story, how to offer testimony at the

connected to each other. These alums then

state legislature, and how to set SMART

help recruit the future cohorts and also serve

goals. Each of these trainings is designed by

as mentors to the next cohorts. 51

experts in the area and is standardized across

C. KIPP Bay Area

the program to ensure that parents receive

Knowledge Is Power Program

high-quality guidance. Twice a month, the

(KIPP) is a nation-wide charter school

cohort of 25 parents meets as a group for a

network that has 209 schools and serves

Google Hangout video call. On these video

87,000 students. 52 KIPP is a high-

calls, parents share their experiences and

performing charter school. Its students

brainstorm how to address challenges a

graduate high school and college at a

parent faces in her/his community. Finally,

significantly higher rate than do public

47

school students from the same background. 53

because the team only has a few staff

While KIPP has many strategies for success,

members, it cannot do both alone .

. 1 one 1s
. parent engagement. 54
one crucia

Therefore, on the engagement side, it

Because KIPP provides each region

partners with organizations that offer

significant autonomy, each region has its

trainings in topics parents are interested in.

own parent engagement strategy. While

For example, earlier this year, several

some regions focus solely on parent

parents wanted clarity about President

involvement (sending home report cards,

Trump's immigration order; as such,

asking that parents sign them, calling

Anthony and the parent leaders organized a

parents when a child does not complete her

training session with a local non-profit

homework, or asking parents to volunteer at

organization that specialized in

the schools), other regions (such as KIPP

immigration. 56 Partnering with other

Bay Area) focus on parent engagement and

organizations allows Anthony and his team

even parent organizing. The description that

to focus on parent organizing. Importantly,

follows stems from two interviews-one

Anthony's team is selective in which

with Anthony Wilson, who manages the

organizations it works with. 57 He stated: "we

parent initiatives for KIPP Bay Area, and the

want to ensure the partner organizations are

other with Mike Espinoza, who is a

focused on development. In other words, we

community organizer that consults and

look for organizations that are committed to

advises KIPP Bay Area on its parent

empowering parents to then become leaders

. . work .55
orgamzmg

in their communities." 58

KIPP Bay Area provides both
engages and organizes parents, however,

Regarding parent organizing, KIPP
Bay Area takes a very different strategy

48

from the two previous organizations. Firstly,

During these individual conversations,

because his team is small, Anthony does not

Anthony looks for which parents have

hold several 1-1 home meetings to identify

followers. 63 That is, he always asks parents

.
. 59
issues
that matter tothe commumty.

how many people they can bring to the

Instead, he works through the KIPP schools

organization's next event. After these

to meet parents as a group and gauge their

meetings, Anthony and the parent leaders

needs and desires. 60 Secondly, because it has

organize events to collectively decide a

a limited budget, KIPP Bay Area does not

strategy regarding the selected issue. 64

host a year-long training program. Instead,

These events are crucial for several

KIPP Bay Area organizes parents for

reasons. (1) They help determine how many

specific events such as testifying at a school

people care about this issue and are willing

board meeting about a proposal affecting

to take action. (2) They help Anthony and

charter schools, or calling state legislators

his team to determine which parents are

about a particular education-related bill. 61

truly leaders in that they can mobilize others

Despite these differences, KIPP Bay

to attend. (3) They help crystallize the

Area's Parent Engagement Team still

strategy for action (usually testifying before

succeeds at organizing power. The process

the school board or the legislature). (4) They

begins with Anthony visiting schools to

offer parents an opportunity to practice

meet with parents. During these meetings,

telling their story about the issue. This is

Anthony and his team try to identify

crucial; because KIPP Bay Area does not

important issues and potential parent

host in-depth trainings regarding how to

leaders. 62 Anthony then has conversations

testify, the limited practice opportunities

with the parents who seem most interested.

help parents feel more comfortable when

49

talking to the elected officials. After these

Parent U-Turn is based in California

events, parents take an action such as

and was founded in 200 I out of the UCLA

testifying for or against a particular bill.

Parent Curriculum Project. 67 The UCLA

KIPP Bay Area has had legislative

Parent Curriculum Project68 is a program

victories either in supporting a bill's passage

that develops parent leaders to become

or blocking a bill that would have negatively

active in the Los Angeles County School

affected families of KIPP students. Anthony,

District. Parent U-Turn's mission is to share

however, reiterated that success in parent

data with parents so they better understand

organizing is more than just scoring a

the realities in their children's schools and

legislative victory or blocking a school

can then use that data to enact change. 69 The

board action. 65 Success also encompasses

narrative that follows comes largely with my

developing parents and inspiring them to

conversation with Mary Johnson, the Co-

believe that they do have power. More

F ounder and CEO of Parent U-Turn. 70

specifically, he stated that helping parents

In 2001, a group of 20 low-income

feel confident by telling their story to the

parents enrolled in a leadership seminar at

legislature and feel part of the political

the UCLA Institute for Democracy,

process are important wins. 66 He views

Education, and Access as part of the UCLA

organizing as a long-game and one that is

Parent Curriculum Project. During the

not won and lost on each legislative bill, but

seminar, parents studied Los Angeles

instead is won overtime by slowly building

County School District data regarding

power and making incremental gains.

access to high-quality teachers, graduation

D. Parent U-Turn

data, and standardized test scores.
Comparing the results of underserved

50

schools and the wealthy schools within the

parents were skeptical. Parent U-Turn

Los Angeles County School District left Ms.

decided to focus on the textbook issue and

Johnson and other parents stunned at the

began surveying students and parents about

achievement gap. One parent even stated

it. Once the parents had information

"we knew the data was bad, but we didn't

regarding the lack of textbooks, they

know how bad." 71 Perhaps most

requested a meeting with the school district.

importantly, through the seminar, the 20

At the meeting, the parent leaders received

parents whose children went to different

assurances that the following school year,

schools in the district, realized that it was

every child would receive a textbook. This

not just their child's school that was failing.

initial success convinced Ms. Johnson, and

Instead, nearly all the schools in low-income

other leaders, of two things: "(1) always be

neighborhoods were failing. Thus, solutions

ready to present data to policymakers

should not be focused at the school-level but

because they care more about data than

instead at the district-level.

individual stories, and (2) that collectively

Once the seminar ended, parents

parents can have an impact on policies that

were inspired to organize for change, and

prevent low-income, often minority,

they created Parent U-Turn to engage with

children from succeeding in school."

even more parents. Each parent leader

After this initial success, Ms.

focused on their own school and organized

Johnson and Parent U-Turn took several

the parents there. Through conversations

steps to create a replicable model that would

with parents, one issue that came up was

institutionalize parent organizing. (1) Parent

access to textbooks. The district claimed it

U-Turn nominated a Parent Leader for each

provided textbooks to all students, but

school, and created Parent Centers, where

51

parents could meet with the Parent Leader

stickers built a sense of community among

and learn more about Parent U-Turn. (2)

the hundreds of parents who are part of

Parent U-Turn began a certification program

Parent U-Turn. She emphasized that this

with UCLA so that any member could build

sense of the collective is crucial for

her research, data, and advocacy skills.

sustaining momentum. (5) Parent U-Turn

Parent U-Turn secured a grant from AT&T,

forged relationships with local churches,

so the class was free for low-income parents.

which increased membership and provided

These trainings helped develop more parent

greater credibility to the movement.

leaders who could then go out and raise

All in all, Parent U-Turn has

awareness of the program and recruit other

succeeded at organizing for change. Its

members. (3) Parent U-Turn began attending

membership is in the thousands and there

every School Board meeting. Ms. Johnson

are often several busloads of parents

and other parent leaders always sat in the

attending a school board meeting. Moreover,

front row and sometimes spoke on issues

district policymakers often consult with

before the School Board. Ms. Johnson

Parent U-Turn before enacting a policy

underscored the importance of being at the

change. This level of influence is unmatched

meetings; "the Board Members need to see

in any of the other parent organizations I

us and know that we are watching." (4)

studied. Finally, whether by increasing

Parent U-Turn members have group t-shirts

textbooks, boosting the number of college

that they wear to every school board

counselors, or improving the quality of

meeting. When Ms. Johnson stated this, I

teachers, Parent U-Turn has helped enact

was skeptical of its value. Ms. Johnson,

real policy change.

however, explained that t-shirts and bumper

E. La Familia Initiative

52

La Familia Initiative was a parent

structure that met outside the school, an

organizing movement that began at one

open, transparent organization that was

middle school in California. Unlike the other

welcoming of any parent interested in

organizations described, La Familia

JOmmg.

Initiative focused initially on making change

Once the organization cemented its

at one school. The narrative that follows

principles, the eight founders hosted an

draws on secondary research.

event to introduce the organization to other

La Familia Initiative grew out of a

parents within the school. At this meeting,

frustration with the school's existing parent

the parents came up with issues where they

engagement efforts. 72 Ms. Duran, one of the

wanted to see change. The group then

parents, explained that she attended a Parent

formed sub-committees to brainstorm each

Teacher Association (PTA) meeting, yet

issue and identify policy recommendations

because it was in English and she only spoke

or specific changes the school could make.

Spanish, she could not understand anything.

This point is crucial because many of the

She left the meeting feeling isolated and

other parent organizations I studied (not

frustrated; however, as she spoke to other

profiled in this paper) 74 did not identify

parents, she met others in the same

specific demands and thus were

situation. 73 This initial group of parents

unsuccessful in creating lasting change. 75

began meeting at Ms. Duran's home and

Once the committees identified their

launched La Familia Initiative with some

preferred solutions, the parents demanded a

key principles: a relentless focus on

meeting with the school principal, Mr.

improving achievement for the lowest-

Jones, to discuss the problems and offer

performing students, an independent

their solutions.
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At the meeting with Principal Jones,

had kids attending the same school, so the

the parents did not adopt an antagonistic

focus never rose to the district level.

tone; instead, they viewed him as a partner.

Secondly, the group never sought out

During the meeting, the parents highlighted

officials at the district level; they only

the issues they wanted changed and offered

concentrated on working with Principal

specific solutions for each one. Principal

Jones. Paradoxically, their success at the

Jones promised to discuss the changes at the

school level may have prevented them from

school's next staff meeting and then enacted

looking to the district. Thirdly, the parents

several of the parents' recommendations.

began focusing on parent involvement such

For example, the school organized more

as volunteering in the school itself, as

after-school tutoring to support students, the

opposed to broader district-level parent

school improved its nutritional offerings at

organizing. Fourthly, La Familia Initiative

the cafeteria, and the school promised to

never trained parents on power structures

translate all documents into Spanish so that

and how the district controlled funding for

the families could understand them. While

the school, and thus, major policy solutions

these changes may seem small, for La

would have to come from the district level.

Familia Initiative, they represented real

This discussion is not meant to criticize La

progress.

Familia Initiative, for even school-level

Although La Familia Initiative did

parent engagement is important. Instead, I

enact change and improve opportunities for

raise these concerns to show that although

students at this one school, there are several

La Familia Initiative hoped to organize

reasons why it was unable to expand.

parents to advocate for change, it may not

Firstly, the initial group of eight parents all

have reached this goal.
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4. Lessons Learned and Application to

do everything in-house and was thus unable

SWAG To College

to expand or successfully secure policy

Studying these five organizationsand the several others that I did not profile

change.
In sharp contrast, KIPP Bay Area and

in this paper-helped me identify some

(PACT) partnered with other organizations

lessons regarding successful and

in order to have a greater reach. For

unsuccessful parent organizing. In this

example, KIPP Bay Area had limited

section, I offer those lessons and explain

funding and therefore partnered with other

how SWAG To College will apply each one

organizations that specialized in

to develop its framework for parent

immigration or legal aid to provide trainings

engagement and organizing.

the parents requested. Similarly, PACT

1. Working together with other

joined the national PICO Network, which

organizations is more effective than

provided PACT organizers with not only

working alone.

curriculum for local trainings but also

Although this statement seems rather
self-evident, several of the organizations I

resources for the local chapter.
Given SWAG To College just

studied did not follow this advice. For

launched and has limited funding, we will

example, La Familia Initiative never

partner with other organizations. For

embraced other organizations or parents

example, many SWAG To College mentees

outside of its own school, and therefore,

and their parents face immigration

never made change at the district level.

challenges, so we will partner with FIEL, a

Moreover, Ole, a New Mexico organization

local Houston organization that provides

that I researched but did not profile, tried to

immigration services. 76 Similarly, SWAG
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To College will work with Neighborhood

some autonomy to select the issue within a

Centers, a community center that provides

pre-selected set of possibilities.

wrap-around services to low-income

This method of engaging parents is

individuals. 77 Finally, because we are new,

crucial for three reasons. (1) Asking parents

we will try to learn from other successful

what issues they want to focus on builds the

organizations like OneHouston. 78

organization's credibility and buy-in among

2. Letting parents identify the

parents. (2) While organizers should make

organizing issues is more effective

every effort to learn about the challenges

than external actors determining the

facing the communities they are serving, the

issues.

parents and the children who daily endure

Every organizer I interviewed reiterated

the structural inequalities can provide the

that parents themselves must determine the

best insight into the burdens that must be

issues to build around, and four of the five

addressed. (3) Non-profit organizations

organizations profiled followed this model. 79

ultimately exist to serve their constituents;

For example, PACT conducts I: I house

therefore it seems paradoxical if an

meetings with parents to identify which

organization does not recognize and value

issues are important to them. Parent U-Turn

the opinions of those whom it aspires to

surveys both its parents and high school

serve.

students about important issues. La Familia

SWAG To College has been most

Initiative asked its parents about what it

effective and successful when we have

should change at the local middle school.

listened to the feedback and advice of

Finally, KIPP Bay Area provides parents

students and parents who live in the
communities we serve. We will hold
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individual meetings with parent leaders to

school textbooks and used it to make her

learn about the issues they view as important

issue demand.

and then host a larger issue assembly to ask

SWAG To College will also utilize data

our broader parent and student community

to guide our discussion of issues and policy

which issue we should focus on.

solutions. For example, one issue we may

3. Presenting issues that are supported

study is the shortage of college counselors in

by data and specific solutions is

high schools. For this issue, we would

more effective than offering vague

collect data on college counselors per

generalizations.

campus and compare wealthy schools with

All five organizations supported their

low-income schools. Our policy solutions

issue positions and policy solutions with

would then be informed potentially what

data. For example, during its organizing

other successful school districts are doing.

cycle, PACT has a specific Research phase

Regardless of the specific issue, SWAG To

when parents and organizers meet with

College's Parent Coordinator will work

experts both within and outside the school

closely with our Data and Research Analyst

district. Parents gather data and based on the

to ensure our decisions and choices are

data offer policy recommendations.

grounded in data.

Similarly, Parent U-Tum, building on the

4. While data are important, any issue

teachings from the UCLA seminar the initial

campaign must also contain stories

parents took, analyzed data and used

of people's lived experiences.

statistics to guide their decisions. For

Marshall Ganz, a current professor at

example, Ms. Johnson gathered data on

the Harvard Kennedy School and a former
community organizer, begins his class on
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organizing with lessons on telling one's

students who have graduated college

story. 80 As he writes, " [o]rganized

discussing their child's j oumey and the

communities learn to tell their story, a public

challenges their child faced. We also hope

narrative, of who they are." 81 Several of the

current parents whose children are still in

organizations I studied applied storytelling

the school district will share their stories to

as a means to shape legislation. For

help create change. Finally, because all the

example, Parent Ambassadors helps its

SWAG To College mentees are in high

parents tell their stories at the State

school, we hope to solicit their stories as

Legislature. Similarly, both KIPP Bay Area

well. We think the students themselves can

and PACT encourage their parents to attend

lend a uniquely powerful voice that is often

school board meetings and testify about a

neglected when organizing parents.

particular bill. Frank, the organizer at

5. Successful parent organizing

PACT, told me that "stories are often what

initiatives explicitly build power by

swings a person from opposing to

identifying parent leaders and

supporting." 82 Stories, especially those

leveraging those parents' networks

involving kids and families, are especially

to recruit more parents.

powerful because everyone can relate. That

Successful parent organizing seems to

is, almost every elected official is a parent

rely on two interrelated pieces-a core

herself or himself and therefore can

group of parent leaders and then a broad

empathize with another parent's situation. 83

base of parent support. For example, Frank

SWAG To College will focus on

at PACT explained organizing needs I 0-20

storytelling as we organize parents. For

core leaders and then hundreds of supporters

example, we plan to record parents of

who will show up to events and display
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power. Similarly, La Familia Initiative

members. Recruiting new members helps

formed a Steering Committee and then had

build the organization and generate new

several other supporters.

ideas. Similarly, Parent Ambassadors has a

Both La Familia Initiative and PACT

new cohort of parent leaders each year and

seem to have followed a similar path to

therefore it trains and develops many more

recruiting members. First, these

leaders than other organizations that have

organizations held several individual

limited representation. Moreover, the past

meetings during which it became clear who

members of the Steering Committee or

was interested in investing time and

cohort do not all of sudden stop caring about

becoming a leader. Second, both

parent organizing; instead, they become

organizations asked those parent leaders to

mentors and support future parent leaders.

invite their friends to the organization's

While we hope to reach Parent U-

events. Multiple organizers mentioned this

Tum's and Parent Ambassadors' levels,

as crucial because it helped them gauge

SWAG To College will initially follow La

which parents actually had followers and

Familia Initiative's and PACT' s models. We

which did not. The strategy's risk is that

are already building our Parent Board, and

often the original parent leaders remain the

we plan to host meetings with them during

only ones deeply committed to the

summer 2017 in order to gauge interest in

organization, which can hear the

being leaders. We will then ask those

organization's long-term development.

parents to invite their friends to our

In sharp contrast, Parent U-Tum asks
parents to serve two-year terms on its

meetings. This will help us develop a larger
support network that is committed to our

Steering Committee and then rotates in new
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issue and will attend events to help display

the subject should be. Before the meetings,

solidarity.

the organizers role-play the conversations

6. Training is crucial to the success of
parent organizing.
The five successful organizations all

with parents and trains them on how best to
lead the conversation. These trainings are
crucial because it both builds parent buy-in

held trainings for their members. For

as they gain key skills and ensures parents

example, every group held sessions to help

are ready to be leaders on their own.

parents understand the power structure

For SWAG To College, this will be

within education, such as the power

especially challenging for two reasons: (1)

differences among a school principal, a

we do not have the capacity to hold in-depth

school board member, and a state

trainings and (2) because we just began

legislature. Ms. Johnson, the leader of

organizing, there will be an impulse for us

Parent U-Turn, told me that "it is important

as an organization to do more rather than

parents know the levers of power, so they

slow down and teach parents and build their

know where to advocate for what." 84

own capacity. To overcome these two

Moreover, several of the groups held

challenges, SWAG To College will take the

trainings on scheduling meetings, running

following steps. (1) As discussed above, we

meetings, and following-up after meetings.

will partner with other organizations to offer

Frank from PACT explained that some of

the trainings we cannot do. (2) We will build

his parents do not know how to send an

our capacity internally to offer such

email to schedule a meeting. His

trainings. (3) We will create a five-year

organization therefore helps parents learn

parent organizing plan with manageable

about how best to craft the email and what
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goals for each year so as to reduce the

join an organization and continue

impulse to rush through the process.

participating if they see it has been

7. Successful parent organizations

successful. (2) An initial success builds

begin with small goals that can

credibility with policymakers and elected

generate quick wins that build

officials. If a school-board member or a

momentum.

principal sees an organization effectively

For example, Parent U-Turn initially

advocate for policy change, she is much

focused on the relatively more minor issue

more likely to listen to the suggestions of

of textbook provision before moving onto

that organization.

the more weighty issues of standardized

SWAG To College will initially select

tests and college counseling. Moreover, La

more "winnable" issues. Our first issue will

Familia Initiative initially advocated for

therefore not be increasing the number of

small changes to the cafeteria's options. In

college counselors in low-income schools in

fact, several of the other organizations that

Houston, for this is a massive issue with

Professor Warren and Mapp profile in their

many obstacles. Instead, our first issue could

book A Match on Dry Grass also focus on

be ensuring school district communication is

small initial successes. 85

available in Spanish and English or

Focusing on these "teeth-cutting" 86
issues wherein parents can see the
immediate results is crucial for two reasons.

disseminating more information about the
financial aid process through schools.
8. Frequent communication with

(1) Seeing the initial successes builds

parents is imperative to successful

momentum and, perhaps more importantly,

organization.

staying power. Parents are more likely to
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Every organizer I spoke to stressed that

meetings, they can certainly help keep

parents, particularly those from low-income

parents accountable. Parent U-Tum also had

backgrounds, have several other obligations

a Parent Center at each campus where

(multiple jobs, childcare, etc.) that prevent

parents could come in and meet a parent

them from being as active in organizing as

leader.

they may want to be. As such, these

SWAG To College is already

organizers focus on frequent

communicating with parents through bi-

communication, even if just by text

weekly text messages. However, these text

message, to check-in on parents and to

messages do not engage parents; they

remind them of what they could do.

merely provide information (i.e. "please

Moreover, as Ivy Hest, an organizer with

submit the F AFSA with your child" or

PACT, noted, these text messages were very

"please ask your child if he or she registered

specific and actionable for parents. As such,

for the SAT."). As we begin organizing, we

instead of asking parents "[H]ow is

will have a Parent Coordinator who meets

everything going; how do you want to help

every month with our parent leaders and has

us?" her texts read: "[H]ow is everything

conversations with them every other week.

going; please respond YES if you can attend

This frequent communication will help us

our event next Monday at 6:00pm at the

stay connected to parents and ensure they

Vinson Library." 87 Similarly, the Parent

are taking steps to help build their leadership

Ambassadors' coordinators checked-in

so they can advocate on their own behalf

every other week with parents via Google

9. Successful parent organizing does

Hangout. While these virtual conversations

not have to be city-wide; it could be

may not be as effective as in-person

a few schools within a small district.
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When I initially conceived of parent
organizing, I imagined thousands of parents
marching for change and testifying at the

those 2,000 students faced is something to
be celebrated.
SWAG To College will likely begin

state legislature. This view is certainly

small out of necessity-we have limited

possible-and some organizations like

funds and limited personnel-however,

Parent Ambassadors and Parent U-Turn-

considering the experiences of other

are realizing a vision somewhat similar to

organizations this strategy can be effective.

this. However, successful organizing can

SWAG To College may begin with

also occur at a smaller scale. For example,

organizing parents at a couple of schools

one organizer at PACT noted that he is

that are geographically close-by, likely in

working with parents in a school district

Southwest Houston. Once this initiative has

with only three middle schools. As such

succeeded, we can then move on to more

their organizing is focused on those three

neighborhoods in Houston with the ultimate

schools. Moreover, KIPP Bay Area focuses

goal of becoming Houston-wide.

on the relatively few KIPP schools in the

5. Conclusion

Bay Area. Although there is certainly a fine

Parent involvement, at its core, is a

line between bona-fide parent organizing

story about helping parents improve

and advocating for change at one school,

educational outcomes for their children. We

focusing on a smaller community is not

can define this as ranging from simple

necessarily evidence of unsuccessful

involvement-attending parent teacher

organizing. On the contrary, successfully

conferences-to sustained organizing-

advocating for a change in a small school

leading and advocating for issues. Although

district that removes the systemic barriers

all forms of parent participation improve
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student outcomes, parent organizing is the

we can and must do more if we hope to

most comprehensive driver of student

dismantle the systemic barriers preventing

achievement and systemic change.

underserved students from succeeding.

In this paper, I profiled five entities

Building on this research, we will launch our

organizing parents, and while each is

parent organizing program in August 2017.

unique, they are all successful. Most

We will create a Parent Board with 10-20

successful organizations: (1) listen to

parents who are committed to helping lead

parents before determining what issues to

this work. We will then meet individually

advocate for, (2) empower parents to lead

with each parent to hear her concerns.

meetings themselves, (3) focus initially on

Through this process, we will collectively

small, manageable wins to boost

select an issue and then develop a plan to

momentum, and (4) balance both data and

advocate for change that one issue. We

stories in appeals for change. These lessons,

know this work will be challenging,

among several others, are the hallmarks of

difficult, and slow; however, we also know

effective parent organizing.

this is the only way to improve outcomes for

Students With Ambition Go
(SW AG) To College, the non-profit

all students.
Beyond SW AG To College, this

mentorship organization my former students

issue personally drives me because of my

and I run, will leverage these findings as we

teaching experience. Thinking about my

develop our own parent organizing model.

students who almost failed pre-calculus and

While we already send parents biweekly text

whose parents-many of whom did not

messages about how they can help their

speak English, had not attended college, and

children on the pathway to college, we know

did not understand their child's school or the
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